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---

**English Main Lesson**

Class 2 have been enjoying Animal Fables from the Australian Dreamtime. Everyone has worked hard to perfect their writing in new cursive script. This has inspired the writing of original poetry and the creation of beautiful illustrations.

“My favourite picture is of two kangaroos”.... Merick

**Poems**

Kangaroos hopping to Kangaroo town

King kangaroo hopping to kangaroo town

Kangaroos going to see the King and the Kangaroo Castle [Kai.]

Mr Bear steals honey off the bees

Mr Bear likes honey, but the bees don’t like Mr Bear

So the Bees stung Mr Bear and he ran away [Jack]

---

**Term Three Dates:**

Saturday July 30

Working Bee

“There I was, I set upon the crystal egg, trees were all around me.” Jasper
“My favourite letter is m.” Patrick

“My favourite picture is of Wahn the crow” Darcy

Winter Festival

Winter Festival was a truly magical evening, especially when looking back at the trail of beautiful lantern lights in the darkness. It was great to see so many from our school community gathering around our bonfire, walking together during the Lantern Walk and sharing a delicious range of soups. Thankyou everyone for making it a special family event. The Class Six ‘Fire Stick Ceremony’ was inspiring; the sound of whooshing flames and the misty rain provided additional atmosphere. A very big thank-you to all of our helpers and soup makers. It is so heart-warming to share a meal with family and friends on a cold winter’s evening.